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“We will lose our business in x city if we don’t launch this tool in 2 weeks”

“Your role seems the same as an EA, what’s the difference?”

2016-2018 2019-2020

“The Product Managers are just going to design in Figma since you can’t give us 
any designers.”

“Why was the Design Ops team not affected during the layoffs?”

“I don’t think we need DPMs, we can manage projects ourselves.” 



WHY?







“Do not judge me by my success, 
judge me by how many times I fell 
down and got back up again.” 

― Nelson Mandela



We create consistency through many layers of change.
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The resilient team 

Three common challenges 

Tactics to tackle 
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PERSISTENT CHALLENGES.



ONE

What happens next

Shifting 
Responsibilities



Partner with the Skeptics



Inconsistent design approvals 
and lack of visibility.

Solution
Launch Characterization  

Process and XFN Stakeholder 
Reviews

Launch Characterization Process 



4 “Track” 
Designations

4 Step 
Process

DPM 
Management 
Hub in Coda



Results.

Clear picture into upcoming work.

Understanding the relative risk of projects.

Visibility into who and when work was being reviewed, approved, and launched.

A tracking and reporting system that gave us leverag with product leaders. 



Operationalize Great Ideas



Designers care about Quality and 
QA, but had little time to prioritize 
“fixing things.” 

Solution
Product Quality initiatives to 

“Ship Magic”



~20 experience bugs filed monthly 
through Ship Magic
~10 bugs committed by eng monthly 
associated with program

Average of 220 Experience-focused 
bugs fixed since program launch



Results.

45+ experience bugs addressed monthly.

Shared definition of quality across teams.

Looking at how to scale beyond Rider. 

Resonance on what it means to “Ship Magic”. 



Teams valued social responsibility 
in design, but didn’t know how to 
activate it.

Solution
“Design for Good” Hackathon



13 teams. Amsterdam. 
San Francisco. Seattle. 
Bangalore. Rider. Driver. 
Eats. 40 participants.



Results.

Energized teams.

Passionate conversation. 

Leadership donations to relevant organizations of choice.

Fifteen concepts for Uber to work on across the teams.



TWO

What happens next

Constrained 
Resourcing 



Clearly Define Engagement Upfront



There were no expectations 
around how much time our ICs 
could give to a project.

Solution
Levels of Engagement



LEAD PARTNER ADVISE NOT 
STAFFING





Results.

Expectations are clearer to XFN partners. 

Teams working on highest priority work.

We can better timebox our work.



Expand Team Toolkits



We lost half of our UX 
Research team.

Self Service UXR





Results.

Helped UXRs to focus on highest impact Research. 

Used by designers, PMs, and writers. 

Leveled up teams’ confidence to make products usable and loved.



THREE

What happens next

External
Chaos



Bring Order to the Basics



We didn’t have many rules.

Solution
Budgeting, Headcount 

+ Policies





Results.

Sense of organization within the team. 

Accurate picture of spend in tight times. 

Effective approval policies managed by DPMs and Design Directors.



Move Where the Work Is



Things never stop changing.

Solution
Structured Flexibility



Results.

Created a design culture around resilience.

Design teams have a “home” but can step in to support changing business needs 
comfortably.

DPM is the consistent pillar when things are shifting around. 



Shifting 
Responsibilities.

- Partner with the 
skeptics

- Operationalize great 
ideas

Constrained 
Resourcing.

-Define engagement 
models early

- Expand team toolkits

External 
Chaos.

- Bring order to the 
Basics

- Move where the work is

Challenges.
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Strengths Values

Let’s Chat!
maggied@uber.com 


